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Prep course companies to
By Kristen Filipic
News Editor
Representatives from Kaplan
and the Princeton Review, twopro-fession- al
companies which offer
preparatory courses for entrance
examinations, will discuss their
offerings and answer questions
during Common Hour on Tuesday
in Philomathesian.
Based on responses from stu
Now part of Kenyon tradition
Collegian stall
Meredith Methlie '00 signs the matriculation book last Thursday, as
Rutherford B. Hayes, Paul Newman, and E.L. Doctorow have in years
past.
Changes proposed to the housing
By Matt Brenner
News Assistant
Student Council's housing and
grounds committee has developed
a proposal to reform the housing
lottery in an attempt to make the
system more fair, said Macy
Howarth '98, housing and grounds
committee chair. The committee
will poll the student body next
week on the VAX concerning the
proposal.
According to Howarth, the
poll will ask students about a pro-
posal that would change the lottery
system for apartments, single
rooms and double rooms.
"Essentially, our goal was to
make the housing lottery as equal
between genders as we possibly
could. With many less men enter-
ing the lottery versus women, the
housing tended to get skewed so
that men could more readily get
8
dents, Student Council will invite
one of these companies to Gam-bi- er
to offer preparatory classes
for entrance examinations for
graduate and professional schools
beginning next semester, Student
Council President Eva McClellan
'98 said.
The Dyer Society has already
arranged for the Princeton Review
to offer preparatory courses at
Wiggin Street School next semes
the more desirable housing,"
Howarth said.
"I wanted to do anything and
everything to make the housing
lottery equally fair to both men
and women and have a system run
on seniority," Howarth said.
"When you're a senior, I feel you
should get the housing you want."
For the apartment lottery, the
housing and grounds committee
suggested Kenyon "combine the
male and female lotteries for each
type ofapartment housing on cam-
pus. Thus, male and female groups
will take part in the same lotteries ...
Our committee's hope is that this
proposed system will make the
housing lotteries moreequitable for
both men and women at Kenyon."
The housing and grounds
committee proposed separate lot-
teries be run for male and female
singles, "due to the malefemale
dorm ratio requirements and the
ter for the Medical College Admis-
sions Test. Student Council will be
soliciting opinions regarding pre-
paratory courses for the Law School
Admission Test, the Graduate
Record Exam, and the Graduate
Management Admission Test, ac-
cording to McClellan.
"We really want this to be a
student initiative," McClellan said.
"It would be silly for Student Coun-
cil to do a lot of work and then not
AD settlement a ' win-wi- n situation'
according to East Wing secretary
By Eric Harper
Senior Staff Writer
"This is what we wanted all
along," said East Wing Associa-
tion Secretary Bob Price regarding
the setdement of the Alpha Delta
Phi lawsuit against Kenyon. "It's a
win- - win situation. The new facil-
ity is better than what the ADs
lost, and the college has access."
According to the settlement,
explained Price, an addition to the
existing Alpha Delta Phi lodge will
be built that will facilitate both AD
and college functions. The addi-
tion will be wheelchair-accessibl- e,
said Price.
The lawsuit was filed by
Kenyon's Alpha Delta Phi chapter
and their alumni organization, the
East Wing Association, in August
1994. The lawsuit was in reaction
to college policy which placed re-
strictions on fraternity occupation
of Old Kenyon, Hannaand Leonard
halls.
The suit alleged that the col-
lege violated a 1 906 agreement with
the ADs allowing the fraternity
exclusive use of Old Kenyon's east
lottery system
existence of single-se- x halls ... We
plan to distribute single housing
options more equally by basing the
numbers of designated male and fe-
male rooms upon the number of
students who enter the individual
lotteries," the committee said in their
proposal.
Doubles lotteries will take on a
similar form as the singles lotteries.
"Housing availability will be based
upon malefemale dorm ratios, single
sex hall requirements, and the ratios
Vice President search
committee reviews appli-
cations. P.2
Sweet Daddy's World
explores campus issues
through music. P.7
Olin Art Gallery holds
Horn Gallery fundraiser. P.6
visit Tuesday
have people interested" in taking
the classes.
"We will be talking to Wiggin
Street to see if they would be able
to accommodate all four of those
classes," McClellan said. If Wiggin
Street School and the Gambier
Community Center are unable to
host the classes, Student Council
will arrange for the classes to be
held at the Knox County Career
Center, McClellan said.
wing in exchange for a $6,000 do-
nation to a college renovation
project.
Price said the East Wing As-
sociation has already raised
$40,000 for the current project.
"We are going to set up a
fund-raisin- g committee headed by
William O'l learn '90 to solicit
our 500 or so men," said Price.
"We encourage our alumni to give
to the college for general purposes
and for the project."
"We are trying to replace what
we lost," said Price. "And the col-
lege is helping us."
The addition to the lodge will
be a replica of Old Kenyon's East
Wing Bull's Eye lounge as it ex-
isted prior to the 1949 fire which
destroyed that hall. The structure
will include artifacts from the origi-
nal Bull's Eye lounge that were
rescued from the burning dorm.
Gambier is divided into dif-
ferent zones, and permission is
required for any building project.
The village bases its decisions on
the proposed structure's height,
distance from the road, parking
needs and sewerconnection among
in an effort to make it more fair
of males to females entering the
doubles lotteries (males and females
still unhoused after the singles and
apartment lotteries)," the housing
and grounds committee said in their
proposal.
Howarth added, "The apart-
ment lotteries will be combined willi
men and women groups given ran-
dom computerized numbers. The
apartments will be put into one big
pile and no longer designated male
or female. One year males may get
CDC to hold career and
graduate school day. P.8
Writers' Harvest fights
poverty through art. P.9
Lords' soccer seniors finish
out college careers. P.1 0
Field hockey closes stellar
season. P.1 2
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Student government has been
dealing with the issue of providing
preparatory courses since the fall
of 1994, when Student Council
requested that professional prepa-
ratory courses be offered on
campus. In the spring of 1995,
Campus Senate, which is com-
posed of students, faculty and
administrators, voted that Kenyon
should have no connection with
see COURSES page two
other factors.
"Everything is subject to zon-
ing approval," said Price. 'The
college has already initiated dis-
cussion with the proper village
officials."
The project is being designed
with Gambier zoning regulations
in mind, said Price, but final ap-
proval cannot be given until the
designs are complete. "We are
keeping the village informed," said
Price . "I don' t anticipate any prob-
lems."
The architect designing the
addition is Kenyon alumni Brian
McDonald '77, with finishing
touches by Graham Gund '63.
"I'm looking forward to the
day trustees come in to the addi-
tion and have a meeting," said
Price. "There will be some trustees
who remember how the original
lounge looked. I can't wait to see
the looks on their faces."
The addition is tentatively
called Ganter Hall, said Price, af-
ter Carl Ganter of Kenyon's class
of 1899. Ganter, who was former
secretary of the East Wing
see LODGE page three
the first five picks, but one year
females may get the first five picks.
Everything is random and done on
luck."
With regard to the singles and
doubles lottery, Howarth said, "They
rooms will be designated male or
female by the percentage of males
and females entering the specific
lottery." Previously, the rooms have
been designated in proportion to the
number of males and females on
campus.
f XI TODAY: Rain and achance of
thunderstorms. H 65- -L 1 70 L 40-4- 5.
FRIDAY: Cloudy and Cold. H
40-4- 5.
SATURDAY: Chance of
flurries. H 35-4- 0 L 25-3- 0.
SUNDAY: Chance of flurries.
H 30s. L 25-3- 0
V
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Library, information services search committee
By Arjt Rpthman
Senior Staff Reporter
The search committee for a
new vice president for library and
information services received sev-
eral applications by the Oct. 30
deadline, and will narrow down
the list and conduct interviews over
the next few weeks.
According to the chair of the
committee Professor of Drama
Harlene Marley, the committee
received "several last-minu- te ap-
plications and nominations, and
decided to treat our announced
begins reviewing applications
Ohio votes for Clinton, Republican Congress and against riverboat casinos
COLUMBUS (AP) Ohioans on
Tuesday chose Bill Clinton for
president, defeated a riverboat
gambling issue and decided who
will serve them in Congress.
With 91 percent of Ohio pre-
cincts reporting, the Democratic
incumbent had about 1.92 million
votes, or 47 percent of the state's
presidential vote. Republican chal-
lenger Bob Dole had about 1.72
million or 42 percent and Reform
Party candidate Ross Perot about
439,000 or 1 1 percent, with other
candidates receiving the rest, ac-
cording to unofficial returns
tabulated by The Associated Press.
Clinton and Gore won their
second straight presidential race in
Ohio. They won a narrow victory
in 1992 over President Bush.
Fire Alarms
1 a.m., Oct 29. Fire alarm in
McBride Residence due to a
pulled pull station. No smoke or
Fire was found.
2 a.m., Oct. 30. Fire alarm at
McBride Residence due to a
pulled pull station. No smoke or
fire was found.
2 a.m., Saturday, Fire alarm at
M. Mather Residence due to a
pulled pull station. No smoke or
fire was found.
1 1 p.m., Saturday, Fire alarm at
Old Kenyon due to a pulled pull
station. No smoke or fire was
found.
1 1:27 p.m., Saturda, Fire alarm
at Old Kenyon due to a pulled
pull station. No smoke or fire
was found.
1 1:47 p.m., Saturday, Fire alarm
at Old Kenyon due to a pulled
pull station. No smoke or fire
was found.
1 1 :53 p.m., Saturday, Fire alarm
at Hanna Hall due to a pulled
pull station. No smoke or fire
was found.
12:04 a.m., Sunday, Fire alarm
at Old Kenyon due to a pulled
pull station. No smoke or fire
was found.
Vandalism
9 a.m., Oct. 31. Fire hose unrav-
eled and a fire extinguisher
discharged in Old Kenyon.
1:29 a.m., Saturday, Stairway
window pane broken in Hanna
Hall.
2:47 a.m., Saturday, A fire ex
An ideal candidate is one with 'a lot of manage-
ment experience, and the ability to communicate
with a variety of people, from the administration
to the students.'
- Harlene Marley, search committee chair
deadline of Oct. 30 with a certain
flexibility in order to consider
those candidates and to give
nominees time to complete their
applications."
Next week, the commi ttee will
narrow down the listof candidates,
Ohio's support was consid-
ered crucial to the Dole campaign.
No Republican candidate has won
the presidency since 1 860 without
winning Ohio.
Ohio Democratic Party Chair-
man David Leland said Gore called
him an hour before the polls closed
to thank him for Ohio's vote.
"He thought the issues were
important, but he also knew the
organization we put together was
strong and solid ... and that was the
reason we were able to put to-
gether a victory," Leland said.
He predicted the Democratic
victory would be die party's larg-
est in Ohio since 1964, when
Lyndon Johnson defeated Repub-
lican Barry Goldwater by more
than 1 million votes.
tinguisher was discharged in Old
Kenyon.
8:15 p.m., Saturday, A soap dis-
penser and candy machine were
torn from a wall in Old Kenyon.
8:58 a.m., Saturday, Room win-
dow pane broken at Hanna Hall.
9:40 p.m., Saturday, A fire ex-
tinguisher was discharged in
Gund Hall.
1:45 a.m., Sunday, An emer-
gency light was torn from a
hallway ceiling in Old Kenyon.
1 1 :03 a.m., Sunday, A fire extin-
guisher was discharged in Gund
Hall. A witness reported the dis-
charged extinguisher and who
was responsible for discharging
it. The matter has been referred
to the Student Affairs Center.
Theft
5 p.m., Oct. 28. Bass guitar re-
ported stolen from a lounge in
Old Kenyon sometime between
Saturday night, 1026, and this
time.
10 a.m., Oct. 28. B icycle reported
stolen from outside of one of the
New Apartments. Bicycle was
not locked at the time of the
theft.
Alcohol Violations
Over-Intoxicatio- n: 0
Open ContainerUnderage
cited by College: 12
Open ContainerUnderage
cited by Knox Co. deputies: 0
Medical calls: 5
Medical transports: 5
Source: Security and Safety Office
and according to Marley, "we hope
to begin preliminary interviews
shortly after that." However, she
added "we have not decided what
format these preliminary inter-
views will take; they may be
conference calls or brief 'airport
The only Democratic presi-
dential candidates to win in Ohio
since then were Jimmy Carter by
11,000 votes in 1976 and Clinton
by a margin of 40 percent to 38
percent over George Bush.
"We're obviously disap-
pointed but we made a good final
push in Ohio. Bob Dole and Jack
Kemp visited a number of times to
spread the message ... but unfortu-
nately, the numbers didn't come
out as we'd like," said Jim Lynch,
spokesman for Dole's Ohio cam-
paign.
Sandy Reckseit, Ohio coordi-
nator of the Perot campaign, said
the Reform Party would use
Tuesday's balloting as a base for
future campaigns.
"We intend to stay as a party,"
she said. "We're ahead of the 5
percent to maintain ballot access ...
We expect to be fielding candi-
dates for the next election cycle in
two years ... We're going full speed
ahead."
Voters statewide soundly de-
feated a proposal to open eight
Lodge: Ganter
FROM PAGE ONE
association and president of the
national Alpha Delta Phi frater-
nity, financed the reconstruction
of the entire East Wing basement
after Old Kenyon was destroyed.
Ganter also paid for the
grounds on which Lewis and
Norton dorms are located. At his
death Ganter left money to Kenyon
which was held in trust for the
purpose of paying a portion of fac-
ulty salaries, said Price, along with
his wine collection.
Price said "unless someone
steps up with a big amount of
money for the addition to the AD
lodge the preference would be to
name it after Ganter."
The AD lodge was built in
1860 and is the oldest fraternity
structure in the United States, said
Price. In 1932 it was moved 12
mile to its present location.
"Use of the addition will be
Business Advertising Manager:
interviews." Marley added, "natu-
rally, our finalists will be invited to
campus for the whole community to
meet, but it is far too early to say
when that will happen."
The committee placed two
conference calls to Mount
Holyoke and Gettysburg Col-
leges and discussed the
dimensions of the job, the quali-
ties which should be sought after,
and what questions these two
institutions asked candidates for
similar positions.
Over the summer, the com-
mittee publicized the job
riverboat casinos in four Ohio
counties, which was on the ballot
as Issue 1.
"We are here tonight to cel-
ebrate the defeat of State Issue 1
and ... to hammer home the mes-
sage that no means no," said Gov.
George Voinovich, who led the
anti-casi- no forces. 'The people of
Ohio have spoken once again. ...
God bless them for their wisdom."
Kate Hubben, a spokeswoman
for Yes on Issue 1, which sup-
ported the casino plan, said the
economy "is doing so well right
now and unemployment is so low
that people are less likely to take
progressive action to create jobs."
Half of the 33-se- at state Sen-
ate and all 99 state House seats
were up for grabs. Republicans
will remain in the majority in both
chambers next year. The GOP,
which had a 56-4- 3 House majority
in the most recent legislative ses-
sion, had won at least 56 seats in
Tuesday's voting, with results of
several others undecided.
Republicans won in 13 of the
Hall to mirror Bulls' Eye lounge
-- 40
- 'ail
' 1
The Bulls' Eye Lounge, before the
heavily controlled," said Price.
"We don' t want the place trashed."
"Our primary concern with
the lawsuit was not to damage the
college, but to get the college to
admit it had a contract it couldn't
ignore," Price said. "I knew there
was a contract because Carl Ganter
told me about it in 1955," said
Torsten Seifert Advertising Manager
Advertisers should contact the BusinessAdvertising
Manager for current rates and further information at
(614) 427-533- 8 or 5339. All materials should be sent
to: Advertising Manager, The Kenyon Collegian,
P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022. The Business
description in Kenyon's Aug. 26
edition of Fortnightly which states
as a member of the president's
senior staff advisory group, the
vice president's responsibilities
will "include providing leadership,
planning and overall management
for the library, academic and ad-
ministrative computer, and
telecommunications."
Marley added an ideal candi-
date is one with "a lot of
management experience, and the
ability to communicate with a va-
riety of people, from the
administration to the students."
16 Senate races, gaining one seat,
and will have a 21-1- 2 majority in
that chamber next year.
Ohio, a catch for presidential
hopefuls eager to win its 21 elec-
toral votes, was a frequent
campaign stop for both major-part- y
candidates and their running mates.
Perot, who won 20 percent of
the vote in Ohio four years ago,
was not a significant factor in the
race this year. He and Choate each
made only one campaign appear-
ance in Ohio.
While the presidential cam-
paign was at the top of the ticket,
the casino gambling proposal
the only statewide issue on the
ballot Tuesday was the focus of
a long, well-financ- ed campaign.
Strategists were watching
Ohio's congressional races closely.
A swing of only 18 seats among
435 nationwide would throw con-
trol of the House to Democrats.
That increased the pressure on the
more competitive campaigns in a
swing state that saw several rough-and-tumb- le
campaigns.
Special Colediona
1949 fire in Old Kenyon
Price.
Price said Ganter contributed
money for the 1906 renovation
project.
Kyle Christiansen '97, presi-
dent of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity,
said "we're happy over the setde-men- L
I think the fraternity and the
school benefit from the setdemenL"
may also be reached via e-m- ail
at collegiankenyon.edu.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are
available for $30. Checks should be made payable to
The Kenyon Collegian and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager at the address above.
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Magistrate says race-base- d contracts
COLUMBUS(AP) A state mag-
istrate has determined that Ohio
should award affirmative action
contracts on the basis of economic
need rather than race.
Magistrate Rita Bash Eaton of
Franklin County Common Pleas
Court said in a ruling last week that
the state's Minority B usiness Enter-
prise program is unconstitutional
when race determines its partici-
pants.
"A group which can show (eco-nomi- c)
disadvantage must be
allowed to participate," Eaton wrote.
She issued the ruling in a law-
suit filed against the state by a
Zanesville businessman of Leba-
nese descent. She said a recent
federal court decision in a Colum
Amnesty International accuses
of mistreating students during
South Korea (AP) Amnesty In-
ternational accused South Korean
police Friday of "widespread and
systematic ill-treatme- nt," includ-
ing sexual harassment, of students
arrested for a pro-Nor- th Korean
rally.
A record 5,597 students were
detained in the August campus pro-
test, and 444 were charged with
committing violence or other of-
fenses. One policeman was killed,
and more than 1,000 police and
students were injured.
"Some were beaten during
police investigations where they
were forced to write a confession,"
the human rights group said in a
news release. "Female students said
that police had grabbed their
breasts and other parts of their bod-
ies, and shouted sexual insults."
The group said it was urging
Course: Offering additional
FROM PAGE ONE
these courses, citing concerns over
the courses' high cost and conflict-
ing opinions regarding the efficacy
of the courses.
In the fall of 1995, Student
Council sent a letter to President
Robert A. Oden Jr., asking for space
on campus to hold the courses.
Oden referred the matter to Senate,
according to the Senate minutes.
After a semester of discussion.
Senate recommended the courses
should not be offered on campus,
but Kenyon should provide lim-
ited administrative support for
bringing the courses to a location
HELP WANTED
MenWomen earn
$480 weekly assembling
circuit boardselectronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate
openings your local area
Call 1-520-68- 0-7891
EXT. CCO
l?YCUSEEITKmTES
CF KILL TCCAYT
If you havenl road the Colegtan.
you don't know Kenyon.
Vfyt iLenpon Collegian
bus case recognized that "a law
which protects a race to the exclu-
sion of others, without evidence of
discrimination, is unlawful."
Eaton's decision, which would
prohibit the state from using race
as the basis for eligibility in its
business set-asi- de program, is not
binding unless common pleas
Judge William Millard adopts it.
The Ohio Department of Ad-
ministration was the defendant in
the case. Spokeswoman Gretchen
Hull said today the department was
reviewing the decision and will be
consulting with the state attorney
general's office on whether to ap-
peal.
Eaton's decision came in a
lawsuit against the state by Ritchey
the United Nations Committee
Against Torture to take up the case
when it examines South Korea's
initial report under the Convention
against Torture in two weeks.
Some South Korean opposi-
tion lawmakers have raised similar
charges against police, and the
government has said it will inves-
tigate.
Also Friday, a Seoul court sen-
tenced 18 students to prison terms
of up to 2 12 years for staging
violent protests or breaking South
Korea's National Security Law,
which bans pro-commun- ist activi-
ties.
The court also found 22 other
students guilty and handed down
suspended sentences of up to 1 12
years.
That has brought the total num-
ber of students found guilty in
near campus. Study materials for
the courses could be stored in Olin
Library with course reserve mate-
rials and would only be available
to students who are enrolled in the
class. Oden approved Senate's rec-
ommendation.
Student Council then arranged
for Princeton Review to offer pre-
paratory courses at the Knox
County Career Center during the
1996 spring semester. However,
because of the timing of these
classes, Princeton Review would
have had to pay for janatorial costs
at the Career Center, and they were
unwilling to do this. No courses
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3
unconstitutional
Produce Co. of Zanesville. On his
application for certification as a
minority contractor, Nadim F.
Ritchey, the company's president,
indicated he had been bom in Leba-
non, but that he was Oriental.
A state hearing officer deter-
mined that a person born in
Lebanon is not Oriental and de-
nied Ritchey's application on the
basis he did not meet the race quali-
fications. Ritchey conceded that
he is not Oriental, but argued that
certification should be based on
economic disadvantage, not race.
Jim Michaels, general man-
ager ofRitchey Produce, said today
that Ritchey and the company
would have no immediate com-
ment.
South Korea
a protest
connection with the protests to
151. The trials of those indicted
began in mid-Octob- er.
In the August rally, some
' 7,000 gathered at Seoul' sYonsei
University for an annual rally
calling for North-Sout- h Korean
reunification. This year's rally
was more violent than past dem-
onstrations.
The government banned the
rally because the students sup-
ported North Korean policies,
including a demand for an end
to the U.S. military presence ki
the South.
After a 12-da- y standoff,
thousands of police, backed by
helicopters spraying tear gas,
stormed a classroom building
where thousands of students
were holed up, defying a gov-
ernment order to surrender.
opportunities
were offered last year.
The Career Development Cen-
ter already has study materials for
graduate and professional school
entrance examinations, McClellan
said. Power Prep, a computer pro-
gram which helps students prepare
for the GRE, is available in Olin
Library.
Despite these other offerings,
McClellan believes it is important
for Kenyon students to have the
option of taking professional
courses.
"It's a matter of student op-
portunity. Students don' t have that
option right now," McClellan said.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 ajn. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 ajn. to 2 pjn.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY DINNER BUFFET
1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Discover, American Express, Mastercard, and Visa accepted
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Second Clinton term could bring problems
WAS HINGTON (AP) Balancing the budget and keeping the economy
growing may not be President Clinton's biggest problems. The real
headaches could be more Whitewater embarrassments, hostile investiga-
tions by Congress and even the airing of a sexual harassment suit
"The pileup is unprecedented," said University of Wisconsin political
scientist Charles O. Jones. "Choose your scandal, any one of which
could be difficult, at the very least embarrassing."
"If it's more than that, it can paralyze the presidency, if there are
impeachable offenses," Jones said.
With Republicans in control of Congress the investigations of the
president's alleged improprieties are sure to continue, along with a new
flood of subpoenas against the White 1 louse.
"I'm willing to say right now, if he's re-elect- ed he's going to spend
half his time next year with investigations."
:foi.,.,.'Wo)ilH?'
Pakistan Prime Minister toppled from post
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto's
second term in office ended much the same as her first - abruptly,
and in disgrace.
An old ally, President Farooq Leghari used his constitutional
power to dismiss Bhutto, accusing her of violating the constitution
and attacking the country's judiciary system.
Opponents had called strikes and marches in recent months to
protest what they called runaway corruption and economic misman-
agement under Bhutto. The prime minister had vowed to complete
her term, due to end in 1998.
. Leghari was at B hutto' s side in 1990 when her first term in office
came to a sudden end after barely 20 months in power. Then, he
joined Bhutto in soundly condemning the move against her govern-
ment.
Tuesday, in a statement carried by the state-ru- n news agency,
Leghari said he had no choice but to invoke the constitutional clause
he once criticized to dismiss Bhutto and set fresh elections for Feb. 3.
Bhutto may best reflect the paradoxes of a nation struggling to
overcome an authoritarian history almost 50 years after gaining
independence from Britain. She came to power as a champion of
democracy, only to be accused of ruling like a demagogue.
Cease-fir- e declared in Zaire
KIGALI, Rwanda (AP) With the international community threat-
ening to intervene, Zairian Tutsi rebels declared a cease-fir- e Monday
in eastern Zaire and agreed to allow aid agencies to try to get Hutu
refugees home to Burundi and Rwanda.
Fighting between Tutsi-le- d rebels and Zairian troops has forced
hundreds of thousands of refugees to flee their U.N. camps, ventur-
ing deeper into Zaire and farther from the reach of aid workers.
Diplomats and aid groups met Monday in two African capitals to
discuss what to do next.
The recent cross-bord- er warfare began three weeks ago, chok-
ing off road and air routes for emergency food into the region and
pushing aid workers last week to evacuate.
In a statement read on British Broadcasting Corp. radio, Tutsi
spokesman Laurent Kabila said the cease-fir- e took effect Monday
morning. "We declare a unilateral cease-fir- e starting immediately
for three weeks," Kabila said.
In Rwanda, news came that the capital of eastern Zaire, Goma,
was quiet after four days of gun and mortar fire.
The 1.2 million refugees have destabilized the lakes region
along Zaire's border with Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda, spreading
political and ethnic fightingWhether the refugees will voluntarily
return home if safe passage is guaranteed is unknown.
The Hutu refugees followed their defeated army into exile in
July 1 994 after Rwanda' s former Hutu extremist government slaugh-
tered at least 500,000 people, mostly Tutsis.
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Pizzas, Subs, Salads
All available for dine in or carry out.
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Tho Nomads hi concert
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Don't exclude prospectives
from fun of ghost stories
Disembodied feet in Old Kenyon. Generations of swim teams
invoking a spirit in a place where there has never been a death. An
excessively tidy resident of Manning. Our rich heritage of ghost
stories forms an integral part of "the Kenyon Experience."
However, the Admissions Office's student tour guides are no
longer supposed to share this fascinating bit of Kenyon with prospec-
tive students. A parent recently called the Admissions Office and
complained of being disturbed by the descriptions of ghouls and
spirits on her tour. As a result the tour guides were promptly told via
e-m- ail to cut back on their ghost stories.
Granted, a campus tour should not echo the latest episode of
Friday the Thirteenth. There are little things like academics and
campus life that need to be covered. But prospectives see so many
colleges that they all start to run together. The most important part of
a campus tour is not displaying classrooms or dormitories. Those
aspects, while important, are pretty much the same at any school.
Long after prospectives forget which building houses the science
facilities, they will remember those aspects of a college which are a
little different, a little quirky, a little special. Middle Path. Freshman
Sing. And ghost stories. Ghost stories are part of what makes Kenyon
special, and tour guides should be encouraged to include them.
Dorm life reflects Real World
By Shawn Slaven
Staff Columnist
"This is the true story ofseven
strangers picked to live in a house
it
This is the introduction for
MTV's wildly popular The Real
World. Broadly, it describes the
living situations of not only resi-
dents of Acland and New
Apartments, but co-e- d freshman
residents of McBride and Mather.
While watching the Real
World during my slack time re-
cently, the following controversies
broke out between housemates: 1)
Puck was insensitive towards his
gay, Latino housemate. He refused
to accept him for who he was. 2)
Two housemates were falling in
love but were afraid of their fellow
housemates' reactions. They kept
their love between the two of them
and the MTV cameras. 3) Christie
talked about her housemate behind
her back, but denied doing it to the
cameras. Lindsay confronted her
and a brawl ensued.
Litde fights escalated into big
fights, little concerns were aired in
front of an MTV camera rather
than face to face. Is this the way it
is at our apartments? A random
survey of Acland and New Apart-men- ts
residents yielded the
following controversies: 1) Some-
one left their dishes in the sink
without washing them. Very irre-
sponsible. 2) Someone ate their
housemate's macaroni and cheese.
Nobody will fess up. 3) Half the
residents want to watch Friends,
while the other half think it's the
lamest show since Cop Rock.
Why the disparity? Easy. It
says so in the Real World intro:
"seven strangers ..." People that
live in apartments here know each
other. They signed up for the lot-
tery and clearly got along before
moving in with each other. People
in the Real World are chosen to
live with each other, and differing
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OPINION
Observer editor
By Mark Rich
Guest Columnist
In last week's Kenyon Colle-
gian, a letter was published from
Zach "Gush" Nowak and Brad
Goodson accusing the Kenyon
Observer of being an "anonymous, '
de facto organ of the Kenyon Col-
lege Republicans." This claim is
utterly false. However, it raises a
greater issue about bias in the cam-
pus media, which I believe to be a
serious problem. Be it conscious or
unconscious, the Collegian slanted
their election coverage in a liberal
bias. If the Observer is controlled
by Republicans, then the Collegian
is run by the Democrats.
In its reporting, the Collegian
had focused on the Democratic
Party and ignored coverage of Re-
publican events. We have seen two
front-pag- e articles featuring the
Columbus visits of Vice-Preside- nt
Al Gore and President Bill Clinton,
with Collegian editors obtaining
exclusive press passes. One could
be led to believe the Collegian en-
dorsed Bill Clinton for President
Yet, there were two major candi-
dates running forpresident. Former
Senator Bob Dole visited Ohio at
least three times in the vicinity of
while apartment life reflects real world
personalities cause the fireworks
wesee on the show.
.
I think a more descriptive an-
swer would lead us to conclude
MTV actually selects psychologi-
cally unstable people; people who
will freak out on camera and im-
press the viewers with their
superficiality. Arguments over hair,
relationships and who's screwing
who lead to more viewers. And
why shouldn't they? If I wanted to
ftatch boring arguments easily
solved by six sane and reasonable
people, I would tum off the TV and
just sit around my apartment.
But this leads us into the co-e- d
freshmen hall. Definitely a more
interesting analogy, and one that is
a common controversy on campus.
Psychologically unstable young
Employee finds fault with Kenyon wages
Kenyon maintenance admin-i- s
tration has long complained about
difficulty finding and keeping
enough part-tim- e employees to fill
in for vacations, perform seasonal
work and help during busy times of
the year. The administration feels,
as they have stated numerous time,
the problem lies with the lack of
available workers. Wrong! The
problem lies with unfair treatment
of these workers.
Kenyon maintenance seeks
adult part-tim- e employees, paying
them from minimum wage (recently
increased by law to $4.75hr) to
$.80 above minimum wage (one
employee after 5 years of service).
The work they are required to per-
form is physically demanding, dirty,
sometimes dangerous and often
boring. The work requires organi-
zation and time management These
workers receive no benefits. They
says Collegian coverage biased
Kenyon.
How much Collegian space
was devoted to these visits? None.
The Mount Vemon News ran a
full color picture along with a front
page article when Bob Dole vis-
ited Shelby, Ohio, an event
attended by the Kenyon College
Republicans. Where was the Col-
legian during these campaign
visits? This negligence is regret-
table, and it is the readers who
ultimately lose.
How can we counteract this
liberal bias? Some have suggested
to me that we need a Republican on
the staff of the Collegian, however
this is not the solution. The Colle-
gian is supposedly an unbiased
news source, and the political af-
filiations of the staff should not
affect their news coverage. If they
are truly unbiased, the addition of
Republican staff should not affect
their news coverage. The only so-
lution is an active conscious policy
toward equal news coverage. If
bias is found to be irremovable, the
Collegian should strive for a bal-
ance in coverage.
As the Observer's editor-in-chie- f,
I rebuke the claim that we
are controlled by the Kenyon Col-
lege Republicans. Our staff is
adults fresh out of high school and
new to the freedom of independent
living.
Conservative voices on cam-
pus have claimed the co-e- d hall
has robbed freshmen of the bond-
ing that occurs when a group of
freshmen men and women are con-
fronted with the same problems
and experiences. B ut look what the
co-e- d hall has to offer! People talk-
ing behind their friends' backs,
outright gossip, the drunken antics
of pledges and tomorrow's lushes,
and (my personal favorite) petty
arguments are all par for the course.
Suddenly, we have The Real
World's formula.
A random sample of RAs and
former freshmen co-e- d hall resi-
dents yielded a more "Real World"
are on call, often sporadically, and
are expected to be available when
asked to work.
I pose the following question
to Mr. Lepley, superintendent of
buildings and grounds and Mr.
Nelson, vice president for finance:
Realistically, how can you expect
people to work these jobs for these
wages with no benefits andjimited
hours? Would you?
Many limes I have heard
Kenyon cannot pay an additional
wage because it has not been bud-
geted. Please explain from where
monies came for unanticipated and
not budgeted projects, each tens of
thousands ofdollars, such as repair
of the storm-damag- ed Ernst Cen-
ter roof, removing lead based paint
from the Anthropology building
and construction of Omahan's ga-
rage. I am not saying these projects
were not needed. I am saying addi
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composed of Republicans, Liber-
tarians, Independents, and even a
Democrat This year we have cov-
ered new housing policies,
administrative turnover and the
opinions of a former trustee, hardly
Republican stories and ideas.
Unlike the Collegian, how-
ever, we do not hide our bias.
Observer articles are the opinions
of the authors, opinions which are
a necessary part of the journalistic
world. If a set of facts can inspire
different interpretations, these
opinions should be discussed.
Unfortunately, the only re-
maining student publications are
the Collegian and the Observer.
Our Voices, Xenophilia, The Mes-
senger and The Gambier Journal
are non-existe- nt or at best incon-
sistent This is a pity because there
is no exchange of ideas between
conservatives and liberals. Seri-
ous criticism is absent without a
clear articulation of the predomi-
nately liberal ideas on campus.
Ifyou are dissatisfied with the
Collegian's coverage or disagree
with the Observer's opinions, I en-
courage you to write letters to the
editors, write for the Observer or
start your own publication. Your
silence only betrays your apathy.
model oflife on campus: l)Vomit
urine in the bathroom. 2) "She
called me a what?!?" or "And you
believed her?" 3) And my per-
sonal favorite "Where did you sleep
last night?"
The coed experience differs
from single-se- x housing in that
people must deal with men and
women everyday . Bonding is noth-
ing compared to the life experience
freshmen gain when you throw 15
wet-behind-the-e- ars college stu-
dents into a cauldron of
homesickness, newly gained free-
dom, hormones and alcohol for
eight months. Pettiness, gossip,
melodrama and backstabbing are
part of life at Kenyon, and (gasp)
makes us a little like the Real
World.
tional funds were found for them.
And Kenyon can find the addi-
tional funds for a fair wage for a
part-tim- e employees if they so de-
sire. A significant increase in wage
is nothing beyond fairness to these
employees considering the work
they are expected to do.
Sadly, the part-tim- e employ-
ees have not had a voice to speak
on their behalf. They are not in a
position themselves to speak out
for fear of termination. Even more
unsettling, why should any worker
be required to speak up for them?
Kenyon should have taken that
initiative.
Mr. Lepley and Mr. Nelson,
please no politically correct rheto-
ric. Do something. Be responsible
and pay fair wages. Then, amaz-
ingly, Kenyon would have people
beating down the door.
Mike Wineberg
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FRIDAY:
The Nomads. 8:30 p.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Philander's
Pub.
Friday: The Nomads. 8:30 p.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Philander's Pub.
Nov. 15: Chasers. 6:30 p.m.
Rosse Hall.
Nov. 19: Kenyon College
Mount Vernon Nazarene Col-
lege Concert Band. 8 p.m.
Mount Vemon Nazarene Col-
lege.
Nov. 21: Kenyon College
Mount Vernon Nazarene Col-
lege Concert Band. 8 p.m. Rosse
Hall.
Friday and Saturday: GREAT
presents All in the Timing. Fri.
8 p.m. and SaL 9 p.m. in the KC.
Through Sunday: Stomp. 8 p jn.
Palace Theater, Columbus. For
tickets call (614)469-093- 9. $2
student discount with valid ID.
Through Sunday: The Medium.
Produced by leading avant-gard- e
director Anne Bogart with the
Saratoga International Theater
Institute. Wexner Center
Performace Space, Columbus.
For more information call
(614)292-353- 5.
Nov. 15: Noises Off. 8 p.m.
Denison University's Ace Mor-
gan Theatre. The show will
continue on Nov. 16 and Nov. 19
to 21 and Dec. 3-- 7. For more
information call (614)587-652- 7.
Through Nov. 16: God's Coun-
try. OSU's Department of
Theatre presents Steven Dietz's
drama based on the murder of a
talk show host by a white su-
premacist group. OSU's Stadium
II Theatre, Columbus. For more
information and show times call
(614)292-229- 5.
Friday: 'The Epicene Writer:
Textual Crossdressing in the
Middle Ages" by Laurie Finke,
women's and gender studies. 4: 1 5
p.m. Crozier Center.
Nov. 12: "The Science-Traine- d
Professional: A New Breed for
a New Century" by Sheila
Tobias. 8 p.m. Biology Audito-
rium.
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Through November: "The Work
at Hand: Ohio Craft Tradi-
tions from the Gambier Folk
Festival." Olin Art Gallery.
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to midnight,
Monday-Saturda- y; 9:30 a.m. to
midnight, Sunday.
(Olrlr
Nov. 21-2- 4: Fear and Loving in
Minneapolis by storyteller Kevin
Kling. Wexner Center Perfor-
mance Space, Columbus. For
more information call (614)292-353- 5.
Through Nov. 23: Two Trains
Running. CATCO presents this
award-winnin- g August Wilson
play. Studio One Theatre, Riffe
Center. 77 S. High St. Columbus.
(614)461-001- 0.
Through Nov. 23: Jack and Jill.
The Red Herring Theatre Com-
pany presents this contemporary
romance by Jane Martin. Studio
II, Riffe Center, 77 S. High St.
Columbus. Formore information
call (614)291-825- 2.
a.
Wedneday: Jazz Saxophonist
Dave Koz. 8 p.m. Capitol The-
ater, Columbus. For tickets call
(614)469-093- 9.
Wednesday: Lucious Jackson.
8 p.m. Ludlow s B ar, Columbus.
For more information call
(614)224-121- 2.
51
Sunday: Bonfire at Miller Ob-
servatory with smores and hot
cider. 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Spon-
sored by substance-fre- e housing.
Nov. 14: "Sweet Daddy's
World" hosted by Jamele Ad-
ams of Ashland University. 7:30
p.m. Gund Commons Lounge.
Nov. 15: Snowden Salon: Na-
tive American Heritage Month.
4:15 p.m. SnowdenMulticultural
Center.
Nov. 16: Global Cafe. 6 p.m.
Snowden Multicultural Center.
Nov. 19: Symposium sponsored
by the AIDS Committee. 4:15
Peirce Lounge.
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Nov. 14: John Zorn with
Masada. Wexner Center Perfor-
mance Space, Columbus. For
more information call (614)292-353- 5.
Nov. 21: The Wallflowers. 8
p.m. Ludlow's Bar, Columbus.
For more information call
(614)224-121- 2.
Tickets for the following upcom-
ing concerts can be purchased
through TicketMaster at
(614)431-360- 0.
Saturday: Big Head Todd and
the Monsters. Newport Music
Hall, Columbus.
Tuesday: Corey Stevens. New-
port Music Hall, Columbus.
Nov. 14: Stabbing Westward.
Newport Music Hall, Columbus.
Nov. 16: Mighty Mighty
Bosstones. Newport Music Hall,
Columbus.
Nov. 17: Jackopierce and God
Street Wine. Newport Music
Hall, Columbus.
tErje
a weekly listing of local
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Friday: The Young Poisoner's
Hand. 8 p.m. Biology Audito-
rium.
Saturday: I Shot Andy Warhol.
8 p.m. Biology Auditorium.
Sunday: On the Waterfront.
7:30 p.m. Olin Auditorium.
Wednesday: The Tune. 10 p.m.
Biology Auditorium.
Nov. 15: Wallace and Gromit:
The Best of Aardman Anima-
tion. 8 p.m. B iology Auditorium.
Nov. 16: Toy Story. 8 p.m. Rosse
Hall.
Nov. 17: Malcolm X. 7:30 p.m.
Olin Auditorium.
li U
Nov. 22 and 23: The Johnson
Brothers. Newport Music Hall,
Columbus.
Nov. 29: Ekoostik Hookah.
Newport Music Hall, Columbus.
Tonight: Jack Kemp speaks at
Denison University. 8 p.m.
Swasey Chapel, Granville.
Nov. 14: "Hunting for Hope:
Sources for Healing Commu-
nities, Our Lives, and the
Planet" by Russell Sanders of
Indiana University. 8 p.m.
Denison University's Slayter Au-
ditorium.
Nov. 19: Poet Dennis Trudell
will read selected poems from
his new book, Fragments in Us:
Recent and Earlier Poems. 8 p.m.
Denison University's Slayter
Hall.
Nov. 22: Filmakers Julie Dash
and Isaac Julien discuss their
past and present projects. 7
p.m. Wexner Center's Film and
Video Theater.
HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE POST OFFICE TODAY?
Yet another day without anything in your P.O. box? Don't worry - with our AP
service, we'll keep you posted on what's happening off the Hill. And with our .
extensive news, features, and arts & entertainment sections, you'll never feel
neglected on campus again.
)t &enpon Collegian
llenport Collegian
and regional events
Nov. 8 - Nov. 21
IS YOUR
UPCOMING
EVENT LISTED
HERE?
IT CAN BE.
E-m- all us at
colleglankenyon.edu
or send a press release to
The Kenyon Collegian, co
Student Activities Center,
Gambler. OH. 43022
Include the event's name,
date, time, location, a brief
description and a contact
person.
Deadline Is two weeks
before publication.
Moonspiners Cafe: Live music
every Friday and Saturday. Ev-
ery third Wednesday is
Blab-o-ram- a open mic poetry
night. 2659 N. High St.
Clintonville. (614)262-313- 3.
Stache's: Local, regional, and
national bands perform every
night. Music ranges from zydeco
to garage to jazz. 2404 N. High
St. OSU Campus. (614)263-531- 8.
Kool Kat Club: Cheap drinks,
dance to the music from the 70's,
80's, 90's. 1536 N. High St Co-
lumbus. (614)299-531- 8
M.
Wexner Center for the Arts:
"Hall of Fame Mirrors: Art
and Film Since 1945." Through
Jan. 5 (614)292-033- 0
Columbus Museum of Art:
"Flash: The art of Photogra-
phy." Recent work by 14 Ohio
photographers. Through Jan. 19
V
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Olin Art Gallery to host
By John Sherck
Senior Staff Writer
What's 4" by 4" (and maybe)
by 4" again? Hopefully your art
work. The Olin Art Gallery would
like student and community work
for its upcoming exhibit and fund
raising event, entitled "4" X 4"."
All proceeds go to the Horn Gal-
lery, Kenyon's student art gallery.
The works, to be submitted by
Kenyon students, faculty, admin-
istrators .staff, and community
members, will be on display in
Olin Art Gallery on Dec. 3-- 4. The
Gallery will be selling the works
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Dec. 4. Student
art work will be sold for $20, with
$5 going to the student artist Other
pieces of art will be sold for up to
$50. The sale on Dec. 4 will in-
clude food and live music in Olin
Atrium.
Besides the rule that the art work
must be four inches in all dimen-
sions, there "are no restrictions in
terms of what the art work has to
be: it should be fun," said Ellen
Sheffield, Director of the Olin Art
Gallery.
She said she hopes many stu-
dents, not j ust art majors, and other
people associated with the college
and community will donate works
to the show and sale.
The plans for this exhibit were
Local ensemble to perform in
By Ben Keene
Staff Writer
After a two year absence, the
Kenyon College Music Depart-
ment will sponsor a free voyage
through time. The excursion will
take place at 3 p.m. on Saturday in
the form of a Baroque Music En-
semble in Mount Vernon's
Memorial Ballroom.
Four performers, many of
whom hold degrees in music, will
use replicas of instruments from
the 1 7 ill century to play a variety of
French, German and Italian com-
positions.
Begun in 1967-6- 8 by Kenneth
Taylor, previously a professor at
Kenyon, the group consists of
James Bailey on oboe and recorder,
Adjunct Instructor of Music Lois
Brehm on harpsichord, Janet S lack
on treble and bass viols and newest
member Ben Bechtel on recorder
and viola da gamba.
A love of music and a revival
in the instruction of forms of Ba-
roque music phased out in the 19th
century prompted Taylor to ini-
tiate this unique opportunity for
the Gambier community.
According to Janet S lack, who
has performed with the group since
its second season, the Baroque
period brought about a significant
change in music, with the intro-
duction of the orchestra.
"Two melody instruments
with equal voices accompanied by
a basso continuo, or bass line, in
this case a harpsichord supported
by a viol," make up the pieces
which will be played, according to
Slack.
ARTS
conceived due to the cancellation
of former Kenyon art instructor
Pamela Brown's exhibit. Accord-
ing to Sheffield, student assistants
of the Olin Art Gallery decided to
turn the cancellation into an op-
portunity to help out the Horn
Gallery. The proceeds from the
sale of these works will go toward
the Horn Gallery's renovation
needs, specifically of being win-
terized and secured.
Sheffield said thiswill be "a
wonderful opportunity for the col-
lege community to support student
efforts to improve their gallery,
support local artists, purchase gifts
for the holiday season and enjoy an
evening of music, food and art."
This dedication to encourag-
ing students' artistic abilities, as
well as the promotion of the im-
portance of art in general, is a
characteristic of the Olin Art Gal-
lery that Sheffield attempts to
portray in all of its exhibits.
The gallery shows works by
student art majors, faculty and other
internationally renowned artists. In
recent years the gallery has been
reaching out beyond the art depart-
ment and beyond the college.
Sheffield noted that "we have
been trying to find ways to support
the campus and community."
One way the gallery has done
this has been through "trying to
tr :: ' 1PA V C: 7
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Public Attain
Adjunct Instructor of Music Lois Brehm will perform with the Gambier
Baroque Ensemble on Saturday in Mount Vernon.
What: Gambier
Baroque Ensemble
WhemSaturday,
3 p.m.
Where: Memorial
Ballroom, Mount
Vernon
With the authentic instrument
movement in the mid 1970s the
group made a transition to achieve
the Baroque pitch. This change
also led to the group's decision to
no longer include student perform-
ers in the ensemble, as they had in
the past. Another feature no longer
present is the inclusion of a Re-
naissance show along with the
Baroque performance.
Additionally, the ensemble
& ENTERTAINMENT
fund-raisin- g
f ... : ..
Olin Art Gallery student assistants with Gallery Directory Ellen Sheffield.
Mathews '98, Sheffield, Alison Burns '97, Alicia Baker '98 and Benares
make Olin Art Gallery more ap-
plicable to various departments.
Obviously we're applicable to the
art department, but we'd like to be
used by other departments as a
teaching tool," said Sheffield.
Such exhibits have included a
showing of Native American art in
conjunction with a weekend work-
shop by Professor of History Roy
Wortman and a collection of paint-
ings by women artists of India
which related to a class taught by
Associate Professor of History
Wendy Singer. Sheffield said she
is always looking out for any op-
portunity to use Olin Art Gallery
Mount Vernon
began playing at the Memorial
Theater Ballroom to gain both
resonance and intimacy to the
sound and feel of their music.
"The music and company are
important to our lives," said
Slack, who also maintains that
the "pleasure in presenting a live
program to students" is an addi-
tional goal of the group.
Sunday's concert includes
Trio in G Minor by Georg Philipp
Telemann, Trio Sonata in D Mi-
nor, op. 3, no 3, by Jacques
Hotleterre le Romain, Suite in F
Major by Louis Couperin, So-
nata in G Minor by Antonio
Vivaldi and Trio Sonata in C
Major by Telemann.
The concert is free and open
to the public. The Memorial The-
ater Ballroom is located at 110
East High Street in Mount
Vernon.
event for Horn Gallery
for classes.
Another mission of the Gallery
has been the Educational Outreach
program, which Sheffield says "is
unique from many other college
art galleries because we have an
elementary school so nearby."
Through this program, stu-
dents from Wiggin Street
Elementary visit the gallery and
leam about the most recent ex-
hibit. The next week, Kenyon
students go to Wiggin Street El-
ementary and do a hands-o- n project
with the kids.
Another valuable program of
the Olin Art Gallery is its Student
i
m
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The cover of the Kinks' latest
The Kinks: good 'to the bone'
By Will Hickman
Music Critic
Nearly all truly great rock
music possesses an element of
spontaneity, a certain almost ama-
teurish lack of self-- consciousness
that creates a crucial bond with
the audience.
The Velvet Underground un-
derstood this, as does Bob Dylan,
but no artist or act has exempli-
fied the primitivist ethos as well,
or for as long, as the Kinks.
On their new album, To the
Bone, concert recordings are
placed next to tracks from a series
of in timate "unplugged" sessions,
creating a fascinating dichotomy
which, in its power and range,
sheds a great deal of light on their
long history.
The treasures ofthealbumdo
not represent an open invitation to
all casual listeners, though. Its
Thursday, November 7, 1996
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Kate Bennett
From left, Jenny Kessner '98, Ginger
Finan-Eshelm- an '97.
Assistantship work study program.
Among Kenyon art students, "there
is a great interest in museum work.
The Olin Art Gallery gives stu-
dents the opportunity to
experience many aspects of mu-
seum work. I do it all, so they get
to do it all," said Sheffield. "I
couldn't do it without them."
Anyone wishing to participate
in the Horn Gallery fund raising
event by selling or donating art
work can drop their work off in the
Olin Art Gallery between noon
and 1 0 p.m. on Dec. 2. Any unsold
work will be returned to the donor
on Dec. 5.
..
release, To the Bone
value is primarily intended for
those who already possess a fairly
comprehensive understanding of
the Kinks' music. Those less fa-
miliar with their body of work
may find it ragged and
unrevealing. Ray and Dave
Davies, the brothers who have
always formed the artistic center
of the group as singer-songwrit- er
and lead guitarist, respectively,
have obviously long since given
up trying to appeal to any con-
ceivable mainstream.
The Kinks have never
achieved a great deal of commer-
cial success in the United States,
and this record is unlikely to
change their fortunes. But as a
document of one deceptively
great, shockingly long-live- d mu-
sical unit's vital connection to its
fans, it has few peers in modern
music.
Grade: A- -
' ' 'L '
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Sweet Daddy'
By Elizabeth Lehlbach
Senior Staff Writer
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs will present "Sweet
Daddy's World" next Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in Gund Commons
lounge. The event will combine
singing, dancing, hip-ho- p and R
and B music with animated group
discussion of issues relevant to life
on campus. It is appropriately
termed "edu-tainment- ."
According to co-ho- st Jamele
M. Adams, director of Minority
Student Services at Ashland Uni-
versity, "S weet Daddy ' s World" is
specifically an "opportunity for
students to discuss how racism af-
fects Kenyon," as well as
implications of racism across the
country.
Discussion is also open to
whatever issues arise in the ex-
change. It will be a chance to freely
interact with and educate one an-
other, as well as simply have an
enjoyable time, said Adams.
It will be "an experience you
won't forget," asserts Adams.
The show was created six years
ago when Adams, as a student resi-
dent assistant at Pennsylvania S late
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By Rachel Engelke
Senior Staff Writer
The Young Poisoner's Handbook
Friday, 8 p.m. Rosse Hall
Continuing with the black
comedy genre of films this week
is The Young Poisoner's Hand-
book, a wicked, yet hilarious
story about a young boy obsessed
with becoming "the greatest poi-
soner of all time." Hugh O'Conor
stars as Graham, a brilliant 14-year-- old
Londoner, whose fetish
for chemicals leads him to try the
grandest experiment ofall: a mix-tu- re
of the black powder
Antimony and the heavy metal
Thallium. All Graham needs now
is a control group, and his fam-
ily, specifically his
stepmother fit that role quite
nicely.
Directed by Benjamin Ross.
1996.
I Shot Andy Warhol
Saturday , 8 p.m. Rosse Hall
In 1968 Andy Warhol made
his famous forecast announcing
that everyone will have 15 min
I sjoioj S&i pro zt i ;j
ARTS
to 'edu-tai- n'
Z2
What:'Sweet
Daddy's World'
When:Thursday,
Nov. 14
WhereiGund
Commons
University, desired to create an
environment conducive to open and
active discussion of various issues
towards which he felt his fellow
students were "sort of closeted."
According to Adams, "Sweet
Daddy's World" was deemed a
huge success at Penn State in-
formative, a lot of fun and standing
room only.
Thursday's presentation will
include Adams and his co-ho- st
Terrence Hinton, a student from
Ashland University, as well as
preshow host Terrance McClain,
vocalists Jeremiah Redfem and
Sharonda King, and dancers
Monica Bessick, Mercedes Clay,
Vanessa Marshall, Tamara
Nowoko and Aris Palmer.
"Sweet Daddy's World," free
and open to the public, will last
approximately two hours.
utes of fame. Ironically enough,
that same year radical feminist
Valerie Solanas had her fifteen
minutes, at Warhol's expense.
Lili Taylor (Short Cuts, Say Any-
thing) stars as Solanas, the
woman who wrote the "S .C.U.M.
Manifesto" (Society for the Cut-
ting Up of Men), and hoped
Warhol would assist her in
spreading her gospel. But when
the Pop artist snubbed her, she
shot and paralyzed him, from
which he never fully recovered.
1996.
The Tune
Wednesday, 10 p.m. Rosse Hall
Kicking off Kenyon Film
Society's Animation Week is
award-winnin- g short-subje- ct ani-
mator Bill Plympton's (MTV,
International Toumee of Anima-
tion) first feature film, which
satirizes songwriters and the
music industry.
Plympton's signature colore-
d-pencil visuals united with
longtime collaborator Maureen
McElheron's fine song work
make this a must-se- e for any ani-
mation buff. 1992.
331 rcjsm 143 sfr
HARDCOVER
Slouching Towards Gomorrah, Robert Bork
Deep End of the Ocean, Jacquelyn Mitchard
Tailor of Panama, John le Carre
PAPERBACK
Absolute Power, David Baldacci
Sleepers, Lorenzo Carcaterra
The Horse Whisperer, Nicholas Evans
& ENTERTAINMENT
Garhart refl
By Elizabeth Hurt
A 8i E Editor
Martin Garhart, professor of
art considers himself to be at a
sort of transitional time in his
life."I am too old to be smart, too
young to be wise," said Garhart,
50.
While this feeling may ren-
der him hesitant to declare any of
life's hidden truths, in his 25th
year at Kenyon, Garhart is appre-
ciative ofhis experiences thus far.
Having grown up in the Black
Hills of South Dakota, Kenyon is
Garhart's first teaching job after
getting his Master of Fine Arts
degree from Southern IllinoisUni-versit- y
at Edwardsville.
Although he was originally
determined to settle west of the
Mississippi, Garhart found
Kenyon to be a place where he
could stay for a while. "Kenyon is
a wonderful place to grow both as
a teacher and an artist," said
Garhart. "It has always valued
good teaching and good scholar-
ship, or artistic accomplishment."
Garhart views his role as a
teacher as one where he intro-
duces students to the various tools
that can be used to become truly
thoughtful people.
"It's important to understand
that we're teaching you
students. ..to develop a thought
process," said Garhart. "Different
disciplines have different tools,
and teaching is helping you to
find the tools that fit your hand."
Garhart finds that in today's
world, where there is easy access
to endless information, it is par-
ticularly important for students to
appreciate the importance of
knowing how to think.
"We are trading information
for understanding, and we mis-
take information for knowledge,"
said Garhart. "Without these tools
you have no knowledge."
As an art teacher, Garhart is
Nomads to 'get
The Nomads, a Knox
County-base- d rock and roll band,
will play at Philander's Pub on
Saturday from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. The free concert is spon-
sored by Philander's Pub and the
student affairs office.
The Nomads were formed in
1965 by a group of local young
musicians who were inspired by
the influence of the "British In
The Work at Hand'
extended through
November
Due to the cancellation of
Pamela Brown's exhibit "Wire
and Wax," scheduled to be dis-
played in the Olin Art Gallery
from Nov. 14 until Dec. 13, the
exhibit of "The Work at Hand:
Ohio Craft Traditions from the
Gambier Folk Festival" will be
extended throughout November.
The exhibit features craft works
of Ohio artisans.
tKIje
ects on teaching at Kenyon
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Public Allaire
Requiem with Two Angels, a 1996 painting by Martin Garhart, is
currently on display at West Virginia University.
able to further invoke the impor-
tance of thoughtfulness because
he is able to work with students in
an environment where it is mainly
just the student and hisher cre-
ation. For this reason, Garhart
considers his introduction to draw-
ing class to be one of the more
intense and radical classes that an
entering freshman could take.
"It's just you and it," said
Garhart. "The students use the tools
to make all the decisions, process
and, most importantly, supply the
information." Garhart works in his
studio every morning before teach-
ing in the afternoons.
His work has been shown all
' over the country and abroad, in-
cluding the ''Butler Institute of Art
in Youngstown, St. John's College
in Santa Fe, the British Museum in
London and the Smithsonian Insti-
tute in Washington, D.C.. His art
work mostly consists of drawing
and painting; he teaches drawing
and watercolor at Kenyon.
Garhart maintains that teach-
ing new students the same classes
every semester helps him to ap-
proach his own work with
enthusiasm and a fresh outlook.
He also believes that his own work
as an artist is complementary to his
work as a teacher.
people dancing' at
vasion" on popular music. After
staying together for six years, the
band dissolved when members
went on to college, start families
or serve in Vietnam.
In 1985, lead singer Jerry
Joslin resurrected the band, which
now features members with more
than 50 years of combined rock-and-ro- ll
experience. In addition
to Joslin, the Nomads consist of
On the Waterfront to be
shown on Sunday
On the Waterfront will be
shown on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in
Olin Auditorium. Directed by Elia
Kazan and winner of eight Acad-
emy Awards, this 1954 film
focuses on the dreams, despair
and corruption of New York City
longshoremen. Starring Marlon
Brando as an ex-box- er and Karl
Maiden as a priest, the film is
sponsored by the Religion Film
Festival.
Itenpon Collegian
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"It's important that we show
art work because showing is the
way in which our understanding
is presented to the real world,"
explained Garhart. "We are teach-
ing a notion of thought and we're
putting it out there. It's what we
ask of students."
When looking backathis time
at Kenyon, Garhart says that he
enjoys thinking about the suc-
cesses of his former students.
While such students include car-
toonist Bill Watterson, Garhart
also appreciates less well-know- n
students who are "honest, creative
people out there making a differ-
ence." For Garhart, it is refreshing
to see these people who haven't
given up despite the general pes-
simism of society.
"At a time when everything
seems to be saying 'no,' I see
students doing things with their
abilities," said Garhart "We need
creative people who can see what
needs to be done in society and do
it; that is the liberal arts student.
"I believe that students can
make a difference with their cre-
ativity," added Garhart. "I teach a
course as if it matters; and it does."
Garhart lives in Gambier with
his wife of 27 years and their two
children.
Philander's Pub
Steve Frye, guitar and vocals;
Kevin Mishey, guitar and vocals;
Tom Ruggles, bass guitar and
vocals; and Bruce Waters, per-
cussion.
Choosing songs the group
feels deserve to be considered
"classic Rock and Roll," the No-
mads play music that has "the
ability to get people on their feet
dancing."
Elie Wiesei Foundation
to sponsor ethics
essay contest
The 1997 Elie Wiesei Prize
in Ethics Essay Contest is open to
junior and senior undergraduates
who are enrolled full-tim- e at an
accredited colege or university in
the United States.
The deadline for sumitting an
orginal 3,000-4,00- 0 word essay is
Jan. 17, 1997.
More information is available
at (212) 221-110- 0.
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1. Do you think
security is too uptight,
or are they just doing
their job?
2. If Kenyon had a
million dollars, what
would be the best way
to spend it?
Photos: Megan Lewis
i
i Jennifer
h Henderson '97
1. I have never had an issue with
security so I have nothing to base
my opinion on.
2. Build a bigger dance studio and
put more money into recruiting
foreign and minority students.
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ICS to attempt to make Kenyon more user-friend- ly
By Grant Schulert
Staff Writer
Network. Vax. Pentium.
Telnet. Ethernet. These words
fly around Kenyon campus with
increasing frequency everyday.
As computers have become
an necessary part of academic
life, more options have opened
up for Kenyon students. New
computer labs are expected to
open on the south end of campus
within the next several months,
for example.
But how computer literate
are Kenyon students and what
resources does the college offer
them?
There are several projects
Information and Computing Ser-
vices (ICS) are either in the
process of doing or considering
which will improve computing
resources on campus. AT-- 1 con-
nection was ordered from the
State of Ohio recently, which
should arrive within the next few
weeks. This server, six times
faster than the current piece of
T--l now being utilized by
Kenyon, will greatly increase the
SNAP (ethernet) access.
ICS is also considering
changing the computing facili-
ties at Gund
- - j
Scott Siddall
Commons.
These
changes
could in-
clude the
installation
of new
Pentium
PC's or the creation of a general
use facility and computer store.
"We have more kettles on
the fire than some people real-
ize," Dave Pilgrim, client
services analyst for ICS, said.
The flurry of activity is in
response to growing computer
use on campus in the last three
years. According to ICS statis-
tics, almost 85 percent of Kenyon
students own a computer. Each
entering class for the last several
years has shown a 10 percent
increase in requests for a Stu-
dent Network Access Plan
(SNAP) connection. There has
also been a three-fol- d increase in
ICS sales of hardware and soft-
ware since 1993.
According to Pilgrim, the
level of computer competence
among students varies greatly.
"Kenyon attracts both com-
puter literate and non-litera- te
people because we attract liberal
arts students, who are a wide
range of people," he said.
"The student who is only in-
terested in reading Chaucer in
the original might not be com-
puter literate," he added, "but
one who is interested in other
tools might be more so," he said.
Pilgrim added that he no-
ticed "a growing acceptance of
the computer as a tool."
In response to increased
computer use, ICS plans to open
two more computer labs on the
south end of campus. This will
hopefully occur this winter, Pil-
grim said.
Career Day to bring job prospects
The Career Development Center (CDC)
will hold its Career and Graduate School
Day from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 12, in Peirce Great Hall. The event is
open to members of the student body, ad-
ministration, faculty, and staff.
"We really want as many people to
come as possible. It's open to all class
years, I want to emphasize that as much as
possible," said Vicki Carney, associate di-
rector of the CDC.
She added, "It's a chance to find out
what kind of opportunities are out there."
The program provides an opportunity
for students to collect information about
graduate and professional schools and make
contacts with those who have hiring re-
sponsibilities. In addition, some employers
'The computer has be-
come a tool in the
background, not an
end in itself. Many
students use it as a
tool, but tend to know
less about it than stu-
dents three years ago
did.'
- Scott Siddall
ICS hopes the addition of
labs will improve student knowl-
edge and interest.
Scott Siddall, interim execu-
tive director of ICS, said, "The
computer has become a tool in
the background, not an end in
itself. Many students use it as a
tool, but tend to know less about
it than students three years ago
did."
Siddall added that ICS
should try to make computers on
campus as universal as possible.
will be looking for summer employees.
"It covers all the angles," Carney said.
"It's an opportunity for students to experi-
ence networking and preliminary stages of
interviewing, to ask questions, and to meet
people. There are summer opportunities out
there for underclass students, too. It's also
an opportunity to show people what kind of
students we have."
Employers and graduate programs scheduled to attend Career Day
Employers
Aerotek
Andersen Consulting
Cuyahoga Valley Environmental
Department of Rehabilitation &
Correction
Enterprise Rent-A-C- ar
Equis
Fifth Third Bank
First Chicago NBD
John Hancock Financial Services
InfoShare
KeyCorp
Limited Express
Longaberger Company
Northwestern Mutual
Ohio EPA
Teach for America
Environmental Careers Organization
Ohio Legislative Service Commission
State Farm Insurance
Farmers Insurance Group
Western-Souther- n
Japan Exchange Teaching Program (JET)
Americorp VISTA
Fund for Public Interest
Federal-Mog- ul
Timken Company
Graduate Schools and
Professional Programs
Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine
Ohio State University College of Veterinary
Medicine
Ohio Northern College of Law
Boston University College of
Communication
University of Dayton School of Law
Case Western Reserve School of Dentistry
Union Theological Seminary
Miami University School of Business
Ohio University College of Osteopathic
Medicine
University of Toledo College of Law
St. Louis University School of Law
Detroit College of Law Michigan State
University
Case Western Reserve Mandel Center for
Non-prof- it '
Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant
Program
Capital University Law School
Schol College of Podiatric Medicine
Valparaiso University School of Law
Dickinson School of Law
Case Western Reserve University School
of Nursing
Washington University George Warren
Brown School of Social Work
University of Akron School of Law
Northwestern University Medical School
Ohio State University College of Law
Boston College Law School
Indiana University Public &
Environmental Affairs
Ohio State University Department of
Pathobiology
Penn State University Graduate School
Source: Career Development Center
List accurate as of 1 029
Whalen
Ng '98
1. I think they are just doing their
jobs, but they could do it more
consistently.
2. Build more housing.
Sarah
North '98
1. I think they are just doing their
jobs.
2. Build a new and better dorm.
"The networked machines
are very robust and easy to use, a
bit like a toaster," he said. "We're
getting better, but it's not quite a
toaster."
Nov. 14, a plan will be pre-
sented to the Information
Resource Council, a student and
faculty group which advises ICS.
The plan will outline
Kenyon's technological objec-
tives for the next three years.
The plan, created by ICS mem-
ber and trustee David Taft,
challenges the campus to get
computing "up to snuff," Pilgrim
said.
The plan will allocate spe-
cific funds for network and
infrastructure, computers, client
services, and administrative sys-
tems.
The plan will also call for a
comparison between Kenyon's
computing resources and that of
other schools in the Consortium,
a computer network which in-
cludes schools such as Oberlin,
Williams, and Amherst.
International
Job Skills
New professional M--A. in
International Affairs or
Interamerkan Studies
prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
O environrnental studies
public health
gcwmrhent
international
organizsflons
international media,
business , .
team vafeaMe analytic
skills from cconunitcs and
the social sciences.
Complete this tensive .
tnukkfcripGnaiy.degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
tiwng in a foaming
internarJonaf Cjry:
five detailsCaraa oMf
AdmLssioni 5fettrf
GtApuAit School or
Intebnajkwai Studies
Coral Gables, FL 33124-301-0
305-284417-3; Fat 305-2844- 06
http7www.iHnianii.ckj(pjs
rUNTVERSTTYOF
wmrm
Jack
Fisher '00
1. From the several that I know,
they are not uptight
2. More parking on the north end
of campus.
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reading may make a donation to
Share Our Strength. Donations will
also be sought from campus orga-
nizations andareabusinesses. SOS
will donate all proceeds to a local
organization that feeds the hun-
gry.
The Writers Harvest is the
nation's largest literary benefit to
fight hunger and poverty. One day
each year, more than 2,000 writers
read from their works at more than
500 locations nationwide. All
funds raised through the readings
are donated to anti-hung- er organi-
zations nationwide. In its four-ye- ar
history, Writers Harvest has raised
more than $280,000.
This year's Writers Harvest
is chaired by Rita Dove, former
poet laureate of the United States.
Noted writers who will participate
across the country include Maya
Angelou, Mary Higgins Clark,
Wrist-Wrestlin- g draws United Way donations
V
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Writers Harvest slated to return
Lovers of literature at Kenyon
will read from their favorite works
while joining the fight against hun-
ger when they participate in Share
Our Strength's (SOS) fifth annual
"Writers Harvest: The National
Reading" on Thursday, Nov. 14.
Volunteers from the Kenyon
community will either read from
their own work or the literature of
others from 7 to 10 p.m. in Weaver
Cottage. The event, free and open
to the public, is being brought to
campus by the Kenyon Review
Student Associates Program, with
the help of Assistant Professor of
English Jennifer Clarvoe.
"It's a nice way for students
and professors to share their love
of literature with the rest of the
community and help a good cause
at the same time," Rachel Orr '97
said.
Orr said those attending the
'It's a nice way for stu-
dents and professors to
share their love of
literature with the rest
of the community and
help a good cause at the
same time.'
- Rachel Orr
John Grisham, David Guterson,
Elmore Leonard, Terry McMillan,
Joyce Carol Oates, E. Annie
Proulx, Anna Quindlen, Scott
Turow, John Updike, and Tobias
Wolff.
. In addition, more than 400
B ames and Noble superstores will
host Writers Harvest events and
donate to SOS a percentage of
sales made on Nov. 14.
V.
Kat Bennett
Caroline Bellocq and Shantel Sowards (right) battle it out as Bob Bunnell and Greg McCarthy look on.
Bellocq went on to win her Average Strength division. Last week's event raised over $50 for the United Way.
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Like you, we'ye invested a great deal of time, effort, and resources to ensure our success in the
future. And just like you, we're dmen. ambitious, and focused on the very top. This is how we have
created the nation's 8th largest financial institution and why we strive to identify top students on
campuses across the country to participate in our professional development programs.
The First Scholar Program is designed for exceptional liberal arts undergraduates who wish to
pursue careers in financial services with First Chicago NBD while earning an M BA.
degree. First Scholar training combines on tbe-jo- b experience at First Chicago NBD
with a graduate business education at the University of Chicago Graduate School of
Business or J.L Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University.
look for our Bepresentatives at Career and GraduateProfessional School Days ana
join us for more details at the:
FIRST SCHOLAR PROGRAM
INFORMATION SESSION
PEIRCE LOUNGE
NOVEMBER 12, 1996
4:00 PM
First Chicago is seeking any Liberal Arts majors as candidates for positions in Chicago.
To learn more about our career opportunities, please plan to attend our presentation.
Casual Attire. Befreshments will be served;
Kenyon Trivia
Sponsored by
Philander's Pub
Only one President in
Kenyon history has as-
sumed temporary residence
outside of Cromwell Cot-
tage (for a reason other than
renovation). Who is he and
why did he leave?
Sand responses to Dwight Schultheis
at SCHULTHEISD by Tuesday. First
correct answer wins a gift certificate
from Philander's Pub. The contest is
open to the entire Kenyon community.
"
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FIRST CHICAGO
The First National Bank erf Chicago
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Chess
Davis
c5
ckS
cd
Nf6
6
c6
Be7
Nbd7
Qc7
bS
Bb7
Rac8
Be4
Bd3
0-- 0
Qb7
Rcl
Rc8
Qa8
Rcl
h6
Bf6
Qc6
Bc3
KT8
Keg
05
f6
Bel
KX8
Minw'la
31 n
32 Nb7
33 Nd6
34 Nb7
35 Nc5
36 dc5
37 a3
38 fe4
39 Ke2
40 Ke3
41 g3
42 Nd4
43 Ne2
44 Nc3
45 Ne2
46 c6
47 Kd2
.48 Kc3
49 Kd2
50 Kc2
51 Ncl
52 gf4
53 Ne2
54 Ng3
55 Ne4
56 Ii3
57 h4
58 Nf2
59 Resigns
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Davis
e5
Ki7
Ke6
li5
Nc5
f5
e4
de4
Bc3
Be5
Bc7
KJ6
i.e5
Kd5
Bb6
Kc6
Kd5
Bd4
Kc4
f4
gf4
o
1.4
Bgl
f2
Kd4
Bf2
Davis, with a United States
Chess Federation (USCF) rating
ofl ,782 (j ust 1 8 points from Class
A level, which is only 400 away
from Master Level), eked out a
win as black in his first match
against Ohio Wesleyan's Nosh
Minwalla, as described here.
Minwalla's attack against
Davis Sicilian proves to be inef-
fective, as he makes some errors
which give Davis control of the
middle. After 12... Rac8, which
directly attacks Minwalla's knight
at c3, Minwalla is forced to relin-
quish his pawn at e4 when 13 Ne2
Be4 (if 14 Be4?, 14 . . . Ne4!,
forking White's queen and bishop
and leading to complications).
Davis follows 14 Ned4 with 14 . .
. Bd3!, forcing 15 cd3, which
leaves White with a weak isolated
Compiled by
Michael Davis and Heath Binder
The Kenyon Chess Club beat Ohio Wesleyari
Sunday, 12--4. Behind the play of Michael '
Davis '00 at first board and Dan Nickerson '00
at second board, who each swept both of their
matches, the Lords avenged last year's 6.5-5.- 5
and 8-- 4 defeats to the Bishops.
Sicilian Defense
White Black White Black
Minw'la
1 e4
2 Nf3
3 (14
4 Nd4
5 Nc3
6 Bd3
7 0-- 0
8 Bg5
9 Nf3
10 Qd2
11 b4
12 Rfel
13 Ne2
14 Ned4
15 cd3
16 Racl
17 Nb3
18 Rcl
19 Na5
20 Nil4
21 Qcl
22 Bf6
23 Qc6
24 Ndc6
25 Kfl
26 Ke2
27 Nb7
28 d4
29 Kd3
30 NU6
H
DAVISBLACK
HI
ma
LI
jl mm mm
IMA
W?--- WZZ.mm mE c 3 a f g h
MINWALLAAVHITE
Position after 46 c6
pawn.
Later, after trading rooks,
Davis tries something interesting.
21 . . . h6!? could prove to be hairy
if White takes the sacrifice and
plays 22 Bh6. 22 . . . gh6 23 Qh6
Bf8 24 Qg5 Bg7, but Minwalla
plays it safe with an even trade with
22 Bf6. With a one-paw- n advan-
tage, black now begins to close off
the board. 28 . . . f6! prevents Ne5
by White. 31 . . . e5! controls the
center. 38 . . . de4! opens up the
board for black pieces. Sensing an
impending loss, Minwalla tries to
trick Davis with 46 c6? If Davis
takes the bait and plays 46 . . . Kc6?,
then 47 Nd4! Kd6 48 Nf5 Ke6
49 Ke4 and White has a slight
advantage. But Davis avoids the
trap and plays 46 . . . Bb6!, which
leads to 47 Kd2 Kc6 48 Kc3 Kd5
49 Kd2 Bd4 50 Kc2 Kc4! and
Black moves in for the kill.
The only slip Davis really
makes in the endgame comes at 54
. . . h4? This leaves the e4 pawn
unprotected. A better move would
have been e3. But Minwalla is un-
able to take advantage of the
mistake, and resigns after Davis
threatens to queen his passed
pawns.
HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE COLLEGIA OFFICE TODAY?
Maybe you should have. We're always looking for new staff.
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PEACE CORPS
THE TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE"
November 12-- 13
Information Table
November 12th
9:00 a.m.-4:- 00 p.m.
Kenyon College
Information Session
November 13th
6:30 p.m.
Dem'son University
Fellows Auditorium
'FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL
1-800-42-
4-8580
10 ffif)e &enpon Collegian
OFF THE HILL
Rooting against 'America's Team'
When Philly beat the Cowboys, most of America was cheering
By Fred Bierman and
MacAdam Glinn
Staff Columnists
It is always funny how whenever
"America's team," the Dallas Cowboys,
loses, America is so happy. People that live
nowhere near Philadelphia and have no real
affection for the Eagles root for them just
because they are playing the hated Cow-
boys. Well, the hated Cowboys did lose,
31-2- 1, before 64,952 crazed Texans who
must have been out for blood after this one.
The Cowboys may have easily over
looked the Eagles game, since it was
sandwiched between the heavily hyped
match-u- p with the Dolphins and their
Denorexed coach (Which side tingles
Jimmy?), and next week's game at San
Francisco and Merton Hanks, who in the
words of the wise Chris Schwoy, "Should
be playing in the Bud Bowl with a neck like
that" But Ty Detmer's 217 yards in the air
and Ricky Watters' 116 yards on the ground
ensured that the Cowboys will come better
prepared the next time they have to line up
against the Eagles.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL: Last night
on the TV we saw a local sportscaster who
looked like some sort of burrowing rodent,
saying that the Buckeyes were Pasadena-boun- d.
Uh-o- h, this sounds awfully familiar.
Last year the Buckeyes had all but made
plane reservations to the Rose Bowl until
Michigan, and Tim Biakabatuka, who had
so many yards rushing that it was almost
obscene, stopped them cold.
Here's the catch this yean both teams
are better. Michigan is underrated while
Ohio State has proved to be an offensive
juggernaut, and its defense held Minnesota
and its good passing game to zero points.
With an offensive line (we love Orlando)
Week 1 1 in the NFL features the an-
nual Dallas Cowboys-Sa- n Francisco 49ers
Game of the Century. The two teams re-
verse roles from last year as the Cowboys
are the struggling, injury-plague- d team
while the Niners are at home and easily
leading the pathetic NFC West once again.
Washington 28, Arizona 12 The
Redskins get a chance to pad their poor
defensive stats at home against the Cards'
plodding offense.
Atlanta 31, St Louis 10 This TV-ratin- gs
monster goes to the Falcons on the
road. Even their sieve-lik- e defense can
stop the Rams so-call- ed "offense."
Jacksonville 23, Baltimore 20 Me-
diocrity reigns as the Ravens fly into
Jacksonville. Jags receiver Andre Rison
gets a chance to show Art Modell how he
should have used him last year.
Philadelphia 21, Buffalo 17 The
Bills are unbeaten against the NFC East
this year but face a stern test in Philly.
Denver 30, Chicago 19 What's this,
the Broncos winning with a running game
and tough D? Mike Shanahan is among the
league's most underrated coaches.
San Francisco 24, Dallas 17 The
road doesn' t get any easier for the stagger-
ing Cowboys as they take on Green Bay
next Monday night
that could move traffic and a running back,
PePe (la)Pierson, who only needs to run
through the holes made for him, the Buck-
eyes are the favorite, but don't count out
the Wolverines. They have a scrappy quar-
terback in Scott Dreisbach (whose
touchdown run against Illinois was some-
thing to behold) and a good running game,
but they're going to need a little bit of
magic to beat the vaunted Buckeyes.
The reason that we bring this up early
is because neither team has any tough games
until the match-u- p in two weeks. It came
down to this game last year for Ohio State.
If it can win its next two games (against
Illinois and Purdue) it only has to beat
Michigan to smell the roses, but that is a big
only. Michigan's schedule is no tougher so
this game should be a blockbuster.
SHOUT OUTS: Drew Bledsoe and Ben
Coates: Bledsoe was 30-4- 1 for 419 yards,
and any one of his quarters would be her-
alded as a great game for any New York
quarterback. Coates caught five balls for
135 yards in the Patriots' win over the
Dolphins andhead coach Jimmy Johnson's
whole head was tingling after that one...The
Knicks: While Fred doesn't like the throw-
back uniforms, he loves the Houston
WallaceJohnson connection, and don't
forget Johnny Starks coming off the
bench...The Heat: Mac wants tohaveZo's
baby. Mac would also like to express his
fondness for Sasha Danilovic, and Pat "I
spend all my time at the proctologist trying
to remove the pole the NBA shoved..."
Riley...Antonio McDyess: Simply a bad
man. McDyess is going to have a phenom-
enal year. This guy can jump like nothing
you've ever seen. ..Charles Barkley: In
his first game as a Rocket, the man pulled
down 33 boards against his old team, the
Phoenix Suns.
OFF THE HILL'S NFL PICKS
By Bob Dolgan
Senior Staff Columnist
Green Bay 27, Kansas City 16 The
passing of Bart Starr (excuse me, Brett
Favre) leads the Pack past the Chiefs in this
rematch of Super Bowl I.
Houston 28, New Orleans 23 Get
used to the Steve McNairEddie George
combo it's going to be around for a while.
Miami 22, Indianapolis 21 Remem
ber when the Dolphins-Colt- s early season
match-u- p was considered a big game? Both
of these teams are struggling now.
Seattle 16, Minnesota 10 The Vikes
have cooled off after a hot start. The
Seahawks have been on a roll of late.
New England 32, New York Jets 20
The Pats don't have as strong of a defense
as Bill Parcells would like, but hey, does it
matter when they're playing the Jets?
Tampa Bay 14, Oakland 12 Picking
the Bucs to win is always a risky proposi
tion, but Tony Dungy has them playing
solid defense lately.
Pittsburgh 26, Cincinnati 20 The
Bengals are 2-- 0 under Bruce Coslet but the
victories are against the Jaguars and Ravens.
Carolina 22, New York Giants 10
The Panthers are tough at home and should
spoil the Giants' chances of reaching the
.500 mark.
San Diego 24, Detroit 13 Sean
Salisbury "Steak" was impressive at QB
for the Lightning Bolts last week.
Last week: 11-- 3, .786
Overall: 67-2- 5, .728.
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The Elite Eight
The Lords soccer seniors look to close out four
memorable years with a bang at the NCAA tourney
By Ryan Weber
Senior Staff Writer
The Kenyon Lords soc-
cer team finished their
regular season this past
weekend, marking the last
regular season game for se-
niors Wayne Albertyn,
Jamion Berry, Isaac Gowin,
Tony Mohammed, Jon
Moodey, Jason Sellers, Ken
Sliwa and Mark Toews. Over
the years these eight players
have dedicated their talents
to the growing success of
Kenyon soccer.
Together they have put
up phenomenal numbers. In
four years they have scored
158 goals and 107 assists,
totaling 423 overall points.
Adding to these impressive
point totals, the Lords have
broken several team records
this year, including most
goals scored in a season with
70, most points scored with
185, most goals per game
average with 4. 11 breaking
the record of 3.44 in 1956)
and most points per game
average with 10.88. The se-
niors helped break these
records with 175 overall
points in 1996.
Mohammed, from
Brampton, Ontario, led all
seniors and the team in over-
all points and goals with 16
goals and 38 points, adding
on to his career totals of 42
goals, 27 assists and 111
points. These impressive
numbers have earned him
NCAC second team honors
in 1993 and 1994, first team
in 1995 and second team All-Mide- ast
Region honors in
1995. With these numbers
under his bel t Mohammed is
ready to take on his last chal-
lenge as a Lord: the 1996
Division III NCAA tourna-
ment
Looking back on his
career, Mohammed de-
scribed the noticeable
development of the program
into a national powerhouse
and 4 national ranking:
"With the help of an excep-
tional coach and great
teammates I have learned
more about what the game
means in my life and how to
balance playing soccer with
academics and extra-curricular- s."
When asked
'We all felt comfortable around each other
and picked each other up when necessary. '
- Jason Sellers
'Coach Detchon proved to be a fair,
honorable coach and person.'
- Jon Moodey
'I believe we are at the best level we've
been at.. ..Unlike the past, we have finished
the season on a high decisive note.'
- Mark Toews
about his most memorable
game he said, "OWU game
freshman year when we won
2-- 1 and everyone rushed on
the field."
Along with Mo-
hammed's leadership as an
individual performer, co-capta- ins
Berry, from
Warrensville I Ieights, Ohio,
and Sliwa, from Getzville,
New York, have helped lead
Kenyon to a final record of
14-2-- 1 and an NCAC cham-
pionship. Berry has
contributed all of his four
years with 37 total points.
His play has demonstrated
the essence of an unselfish
player. As Sellers, from
Madison, Oil, remarked
about the eight players, "We
all felt comfortable around
each other and picked each
other up when necessary."
Sellers contributed 37
career points to the Lords.
He also commented on the
all-arou- nd support and lead-
ership found in a senior class
of varying personalities.
Berry's ability allowed him
to play several different po-
sitions for the Lords over the
years and contribute by fill-
ing in where there was a
need. Sliwa recorded 12 to-
tal points from the backfield
over his four years and pro-
vided a consistent force in
the defense.
Toews, from Ann Ar-
bor, Michigan and Gowin,
from Newton, Pennsylvania,
provided a nasty scoring
.
threat in 1996, totaling 34
goals and 33 assists (Toews
18 goals, 9 assists, Gowin
16 goals, 24 assists). Toews
stressed that the team's suc-
cess and his personal success
came because the team has
see SENIORS page eleven
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Rugby teams look towards
home-fiel- d advantage
following weekend losses
By Doug Snyder
Staff Writer
After a several week lay-o- ff
the Lady and Lord ruggers returned
to the scrum this past weekend.
In its hard-foug- ht contests, the
men proved their mettle in the
Midwest Collegian Rugby Tour-
nament, beating a tough Ohio S tate
team 19-1- 2 in their first game and
losing a 7-- 5 heartbreaker to
Wittenberg in the second.
Facing a much larger team
from Ashland University, the La-
dies lost their first match of the
season, 15-- 0. Both teams hope to
avenge their losses this weekend
and will enjoy their home field
advantage.
In the men's first game at the
tournament, facing what George
Hawkey '97 characterized as a
"brutal and humongous" Ohio State
B-tea- m, the Lord ruggers were not
intimidated. Led by the hard hit-
ting defense, including standouts
James Pomerantz '00 and Clint
Nash '98, and utilizing their skilled
back-lin- e, the ruggers beat the men
of OSU 19-1- 2.
According to Will Valentine
'97 the team viewed their victory
with particular pride, because they
felt that it proved that a "small
liberal arts school in the woods can
beat a school as large and as ath-
letic as Ohio State, which has
60,000 students."
In their second game the Lord
ruggers faced a "technically supe-
rior Wittenberg team," according
to Hawkey.
The end result was, according
to Keith Blecher '97, a "heart-
breaking" 7-- 5 loss. The ruggers
felt this was their best game of me
season. They displayed excellent
timing, superb defense
Wittenberg was held scoreless for
the entire second half and con-
trolled the scrum. In their only
score of the game, Tres Waterfield
'97 pulled the ball out ofa ruck and
with the unifying push of the Lords'
scrum scored his first career try.
Although the team did not fin-
ish the day with an unblemished
record, the Lords are proud of their
efforts, which brought their record
to 4-- 2. After so many weeks off the
team proved that they are indeed a
force to be reckoned with.
Since Marietta backed out of
this weekend's scheduled contest,
the ruggers are trying to arrange a
contest with Denison.
Although the Lady ruggers did
not win their match against a "big-
ger and harder hitting" Ashland
team, they too have much to be
proud of.
Hampered by an injury-ridde- n
squad, many of the ruggers
were forced to step up and fill
unfamiliar shoes.
Rookies Christal Lee '00 and
Paula Adams '00 were
unintimidated by the Ashland play-
ers' size and made many key
taekles. Liz Dunning '99 and
Megan Kubicka '97 filled unfa-
miliar positions in the scrum and
proved to be quite effective. Ulti-
mately, though, it was brute force
and size which overcame the
ruggers and won the day.
This weekend's match, ac-
cording to co-capt- ain Toni Tate
'97, will be a different story. She
predicts the Lady ruggers "will
come out on top" as they take on
Ohio Northern University at home
on Saturdayat noon.
Soccer: Lords first in NCAC
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12)
NCAC when Wittenberg knocked
off OWU 1-- 0.
Jamion Berry '97 led the Lords
with two goals against Denison.
B iko Moyo ' 99, Crosby Wood '99,
Isaac Gowin '97 and Per Willen
'00 all had one goal for the Lords.
Goaltender Chris Schilling '97 re-
corded the shutout for Kenyon.
The Lords will find out this
weekend who they will face in the
first round of the upcoming NCAA
Division III tournament.
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Saly Taubw
Krissy Surovjak '97 (front) and Michelle
Salisbury '00 block a spike at the net.
SOCCER
Highlights from other fall sports
Volleyball team fights off
Big Red rally for victory
Kenyon defeats Denison in five sets,
will take on Ohio Wesleyan on Friday
A fight broke out at the Tomsich Arena on Tuesday
night during the first round of the NCAC volleyball match
between Kenyon and Denison. It did not involve spectators
or opposing coaches, and it remained perfecUy within the
rules of volleyball. No punches were thrown, and the refer-
ees enforced no disciplinary action on either team. The
confrontation featured two bitter rivals attempting to stay
alive in the conference tournament.
After relatively easy wins in the first two games of the
match, Kenyon seemed ready to meet Ohio Wesleyan in the
second round of the conference tournament until Denison
fought back and captured the next two games.
With rally scoring in the fifth game, Kenyon quickly
found itself up 14-- 7. But once again Denison fought back
and tied the game at 14-1- 4.
After a few intense points, Maggie Beeler '00 put away
a kill at 17-1- 6 to end the intense batde.
Kenyon's 18-1- 6 win was exacdy what the team needed
after a rough weekend at Manchester College. The team
tallied a win against Albion (15-- 7, 15-1- 3, 15-9- ), while
losing to Manchester (6-1- 5, 11-1- 5, 15-11,8-1- 5), nationally
ranked Bluffton (5-1- 5, 10-1-5, 15-1- 3, 14-16- ), and Hanover
(7-1- 5, 3-1- 5, 12-15- ).
Kenyon takes its 14-1-5 record to Ohio Wesleyan on
Friday, home of the top team in the conference. A win there
will place Kenyon in the conference finals.
- Keith Blecher
Ladies close season with 4-- 2 win over Oberlin to finish 9-- 7
The Kenyon Ladies soccer
team finished its season with a 4--2
overtime victory againstNCAC
opponent Oberlin College. The
Ladies finished the season at 9-7- -1
(4-- 4 NCAC), marking their sixth
consecutive winning season.
Kenyon outshot Oberlin 17-1- 0.
Amy Danner '98 and
Tri-Capta- in Laurie Danner '98
scored Kenyon's first two goals
in the first half.
Tri-Capta- in Emily Donovan
'97 scored Kenyon's third goal
off a penalty kick in the overtime
period, the last of Donovan's
Kenyon College soccer career.
Amy Danner scored the last
goal of the game which was her
second goal of the day.
"There were several highlights
to our season," said Donovan. "We
played many top-rank- ed teams in
the region and were able to play
well against them. It is unfortunate
that the winloss record is not what
we wanted, but we had a great time
together as a team. We enjoyed
playing with each other and that
made the season worthwhile."
'This season was a learning
season for us all," said Amy
Danner. "At least now we know
that the effort that was put forth
this season is not enough for us to
accomplish the goals that we had
Seniors: Still pursuing ultimate goa- l- a national championship
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 0)
had a common goal since freshman year of
working towards consistendy getting better.
When asked where he thinks the team is at
now he said, "I believe we are at the best
level we've been at. Even though we tied
OWU we knew we were a better team, and
unlike the past, we have finished the season
on a high decisive note."
Due to a season-endin- g injury, Moodey,
from Wilmot, New Hampshire, lost the
chance to continue his exceptional play
which blossomed his junior year, earning
him NCAC honorable mention honors.
Looking back on his career Moodey com-
mented, "Coach Detchon proved to be a fair,
honorable coach and person. He has made
my Kenyon soccer experience one I will
never forget." Moodey went on to. speak of
coach Detchon's mastery of the game and
ability to transfer that knowledge to the
team. He also spoke of the great times sweat-
ing it out during sprints with all the guys,
comical road trips with assistant coach Matt
Oeklers, and the reason the eight seniors
came in 1993: a national championship.
Albertyn, from Bulawayo, Zimbabwe,
agrees with Moodey. When asked about his
four years he said, "It has been the best four
years of my life." Albertyn, a NSCAA first
team All-Ameri- ca elect in 1995, has dis-
played his considerable talents since the
first time he stepped on Mavec Field. In his
career he has totaled 17 goals and 23 assists,
was elected NCAC second team honors in
1993, NCAC first team honors in 1994 and
1995, and first team All-Midea- st Region
honors in 1995. In speaking with Albertyn
he stressed how he is very happy to be a part
of a program that has excelled over the
years. Most of all, in speaking of coach
Detchon, he said, "It's been a privilege to
have a coach like Jack."
All eight seniors believe they have
grown to become a national championship
contender. Coming from all different parts
of the country and world they have molded
their diversity into a strong unit of eight
talented players. All have had different
memories of their best games, from fresh-
man year versus OWU to senior year versus
OWU, and down times, such as the home
loss to Wooster ending the Mavec Field
unbeaten streak. The memorable times are
not over yet, but when they are, all eight
seniors will remember four years of camara-
derie and success.
all dreamed of accomplishing.
"Our team was made up of a
great group of women," she
added. "Women for whom I have
a great deal of respect and admi-
ration for. I know that we are a
better team than our record re-
flected."
"I still maintain my high
hopes for the Kenyon College
women's soccer program," she
said. "We have a good base to
build next season on and my only
regret is that we couldn't pull it
togetherfor Emily Donovan. She
will be truly missed next year, on
and off the field"
- Sarah Booth
Derrick Johnson '97 broke
two records in the Lords' loss to Wooster
on October 26: most carries in a career,
with 538 (set by James Mazzella '80);
and most consecutive games rushing
100 yards, set by Bob Jennings in 1977.
Lindsay Buchanan '97 broke
the record for most goals scored in a
career when she knocked in the game-winnin- g
goal in the Ladies' 2-- 1 overtime
defeat of Wittenberg. The previous
record of 31 goals was set by Anne
Himmelright'81.
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Field hockey closes stellar season with win over Wittenberg
By Kristina Racek
Staff Writer
TheKenyon field hockey team
ended their season last weekend
with flair, defeating North Coast
Athletic Conference first-ranke- d
Wittenberg University in overtime
in the second round of the Midwest
Regional tournament. With the
win, they improved to 14--5 over-
all, eclipsing the record for most
wins in one season, set in 1 988 and
tied in 1989.
The Ladies entered the tour-
nament ranked third regionally,
behind Wittenberg (also first in the
region) and Wooster. The three
teams were each fighting for a bid
to the NCAA Division III tourna-
ment; Wooster ended up receiving
that bid.
In the first round of the tour-
nament, the Ladies dropped a 2-- 1
heartbreaker to the College of
Wooster,- - a team they had defeated
twice earlier in the season, and
with whom they were tied for sec-
ond in the final NCAC standings.
The Scots came out strong,
scoring early in the first half on
Saturday, and the Ladies had
trouble recovering their momen-
tum. Though they were able to tie.
the game when Jess Goldman '00
scored off a penalty comer with 1 8
minutes remaining in the game,
they could not hold onto the con-
test. Wooster scored with less than
10 minutes left in the half, taking
victory and snapping the Ladies'
nine-gam- e win streak.
Sara Reish '98 said of the
'With this winning season, we hope for more victories
next season. Maybe next year we'll get that bid.'
'"v..
Saly Taubei
The Ladies field hockey squad celebrates a goal in a home contest this
season. The Ladies finished 1 4-- 5 but did not make the NCAA tournament.
game, "It was frustrating that we
couldn't beat Wooster this time.
We all know though that we've
done it twice in the past and that we
will do it again. The win just wasn't
there for us this time."
In an upset, top-seed- ed
Wittenberg also lost in the first
round of the tournament, dropping
a 1- -0 game to fourth-seede- d
Depauw. Thus, on Sunday, the
Ladies took on the Tigers in their
final game of the season, seeking
vengeance for two losses to
Wittenberg earlier this season.
The Ladies took control early
MIDWEST REGIONAL RESULTS
SAT. VS. WOOSTER. L. 2-- 1
SUN. VS. WITTENBERG. W. 2--1 (OT)
FINAL RECORD: 14-- 5 (8-- 4 NCAQ
when Carrie Moore '99 deflected
the ball offan assist from Goldman
early in the first half. From there
they kept the momentum until the
closing minutes of the game, when
Wittenberg scored, forcing the
game into overtime.
During the 15-min- ute over-
time period, both teams dropped
from 1 1 players to seven. This sort
of play, usually marked by
fastbreaks, is both physically and
mentally exhausting.
Both teams rallied to the end,
until tri --captain Lindsay B uchanan
'97, in a fitting end to her season
and career, knocked the ball into
the cage with less than a minute
remaining in play to take the vic-
tory, 2-- 1.
With the goal, Buchanan be-
came Kenyon field hockey's
all-tim- e leading scorer, breaking
the record for most goals in a ca-
reer with 32. The previous record
of 31 has held since Anne
Himmelright set it in 1981.
The win snapped a nine-gam- e
win streak that Wittenberg has held
over Kenyon since 1992. The vic-
tory was especially sweet for
seniors Buchanan, Lisa McNally
and Sarah Diehl, as it was the first
time in their four seasons that
Kenyon has defeated Wittenberg.
The Ladies ended up ranked
second regionally; Wooster took
first Although the Midwest Re-
gion can receive up to two bids to
NCAA tournament play, the sec-
ond bid this year went to another
region. The Ladies were two spots
away from recieving the national
bid; they knocked Wittenberg out
of contention altogether.
Phoebe Walker '98 summed
up the Ladies' record-breakin- g
season, "Either way, I am glad
about the way our season ended.
We beat Wittenberg, who we've
never beaten, and though we lost
to Wooster, we know that we can
beat them."
She added, "I would have been
really excited to have gone" to na-
tionals because it is such an exciting
experience, but I'm really proud of
the way our team progressed
through the season. With this win-
ning season, we hope for more
victories next season. Maybe next
year we'll get that bid."
Having broken almost every
record in the book this year, the
Ladies look forward to an even
better season next year. They will
graduate only three seniors and
will, for the first time in two years,
retain the same head coach.
Said departing tri-capta- in
Diehl, "This team is headed to the
top."
Lords football falls to Earlham in fourth quarter, 28-1- 4
Squad loses Derrick
and Devon Johnson
to injuries in defeat
By Heath Binder
Senior Staff Writer
Upsets do happen, but for the Kenyon
Lords football team to beat perennial North
Coast Athletic Conference champion Al-
legheny College Saturday, some divine
intervention needs to take place.
The Lords (4--4, 3-- 4 NCAC), who lost
to the Earlham Quakers last weekend, 28-1- 4,
are banged up. Their active roster of 42
players is the smallest in the NCAC, behind
last-plac- e Oberlin's. The Lords also lost the
NCAC's leading rusher, Derrick Johnson
'97, to a strained knee early against Earlham;
he could be out for the remaining two games
of the season.
To compound the Lords' injury woes,
Devin Johnson '98, the second-strin- g run-
ning back, broke his ankle Saturday. The
Johnsons' combined absence will force line-
backer Anthony Togliatti into running duty
On Saturday the Lords finished the
regular season with a win over Dcnison
University. The cold day did not adversely
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
SAT. AT EARLHAM. L. 28-1- 4
CURRENT RECORD: 4-- 4
(3-- 4 IN NCAQ
NEXT GAME: SAT VS.
ALLEGHENY
for the rest of the season.
Lords Head Coach Vince Arduini said,
"A record of 4-- 4 is a tribute to what our
players have done from a numbers point of
view. We've got to play perfect to be com-
petitive, and with 42 players, it's difficult to
sustain that every week."
Unlike the past two meetings, which
the two teams split in dramatic fashion,
Saturday's game was relatively quiet. Two
years ago, the Quakers recovered from a 2 1-p- oint
fourth quarter deficit to win, and last
year the Lords stopped a Quaker dri ve as the
clock expired.
Saturday's game was close early.
Earlham jumped out to an early 7-- 0 lead
Lords soccer ranked fourth in nation
Men await NCAA tourney announcement on Saturday
By Ryan Weber
Senior Staff Writer
affect the Lords, as they annihilated the
Big Red 6-- 0. The victory brought the
Lords final record to 14-2-- 1, improving
their national Division III ranking to 4.
The Lords also secured first place in the
see SOCCER page eleven
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Terry Parmelee '99 releases as the pocket
collapses around him. Parmelee threw his
ninth touchdown pass of the season in the
loss to Earlham.
with 9:51 to play in the first quarter when
Jeremy Siegle reeled in an 8-ya- rd touch-
down pass from Mark Thompson, but the
Lords rebounded to tie the game when Mat
Glassman '99 caught a 1-y- ard pass from
Terry Parmelee '99 almost eight minutes
later.
For Parmelee, it was his ninth touch-
down pass this season, the most since Brad
Ilensley tossed 17 in 1994. Parmelee has
only been intercepted three times and has
the second highest quarterback efficiency
rating in the NCAC.
The Lords took a 14-- 7 lead after half-tim- e
when Devin Johnson scored his first
touchdown this season, a 1-y- ard run just
under four minutes into the third quarter.
(Johnson suffered his injury two offensive
series later.)'
But Earlham battled back to tie the
game at 14-1- 4 late in the third quarter with
a touchdown, which capped an 18-pla- y, 91-ya- rd
drive kept alive by a Kenyon roughing
the kicker-penalty- . The Lords could not stop
the Quakers the rest of the game, as they
pounded out 76 and 7 1 -- yard scoring drives,
respectively, to put the game out of reach.
"Our players gave great effort, but this
week it wasn't enough," Arduini said. "I'm
very proud of what they ' ve done, but there' s
not much left in the tank."
Kickoff this weekend versus Allegh-
eny is at 1:30 p.m.
Arduini said, "Obviously Allegheny is
a heavy favorite against us. But we're going
to play as well as we possibly can."
UPCOMING HOME
SPORTS CONTESTS
November 9
WOMEN'S RUGBY VS. OHIO NORTHERN.
NOON. RUGBY FIELDS
SWIMMING VS. MIAMI.
ERNST CENTER. I P.M.
FOOTBALL VS. ALLEGHENY.
MCBRJDE FIELD. 1:30 P.M.
